
HMV Serial and Face numbers 

a brief note 
 

1. Prior to 1 Aug 1929 all double-sided (“d/s”) records issued by HMV had  

a. a catalogue or issue number common to both sides given on the label by which the record was to 

be ordered, 

b. a matrix number (unique to that recording) stamped into the record between the label and the 

grooves, and  

c. another number usually called a “Serial” or “face number” which appears on the label and is also 

stamped into the record itself.  

 

2. In this Note I use “Serial” to describe that number which is not the same as the record’s matrix number. 

 

3. Many of the first d/s records to be issued had previously been issued in single-sided form (“s/s”). Each 

therefore had an original s/s catalogue number to which a d/s number could be added for ordering purposes. 

It is not possible to identify whether each side of a d/s issue had first been issued in s/s form save to assume 

that after around 1908 the vast majority were issued in d/s form only. But there were exceptions and it can 

only be regarded as a very approximate guide. 

 

4. New records intended only for issue in d/s form continued to have a serial number attached. It followed the 

original pattern whereby language and the nature of the recording, band, orchestra, talking, male solo vocal 

etc. were identified by a code number.  

 

5. Kelly’s matrix lists incorporated in the Kellydatabase give catalogue numbers in the row below the row 

including the matrix number and title. The early issues will give s/s numbers only: they were only issued in 

that form. Later issues may have a variety of catalogue numbers representing issue both in s/s and d/s form. 

But neither he nor anyone else has been able to identify whether the s/s number actually represents a 

catalogue number (i.e., the record was originally issued in s/s form) or a serial number following the old s/s 

catalogue number series (i.e. the record was never issued in s/s form). No doubt for that reason Kelly enters 

the serial number followed on the same line by d/s catalogue numbers and the database follows his practice.  

 

6. On 1 Aug 1929 a new system of Serial numbers was introduced. The old one which had been used for all 

records issued by the Gramophone Company since 1898 had grown to enormous proportions. In the 

Oriental catalogue, for example, the number of male solo recordings had reached 29-122059. The 1929 date 

also explains why Alan Kelly used that year as his cut-off point for his various national catalogue listings: 

up to that point all recordings would fit neatly into one system whether the index number was a catalogue 

number for a s/s issue or a Serial number for a d/s issue; the new one was entirely different. 

 

7. A decision was made to allocate different series of serial numbers to each HMV Branch with separate series 

for recordings originally made by Victor in the U.S.A., Canada or South America. The system was designed 

to ignore both the language and nature of the recording. This note addresses the various serial number series 

in use between 1 Aug 1929 and 20 Aug 1934 when the system was abandoned and (whether by coincidence 

or not) the 1934 matrix series were introduced. 

 

8. Kelly could not include these new serial numbers in his old serial number based catalogues. They don’t 

follow the pattern. So in his computer folders for each country he included a “Local Register” file. In fact 

most are incomplete but the overall system is clear. But he was able to (and did) give new serial numbers in 

his matrix lists and, because it is from those that the database has been constructed they, too, will be found 

in the row containing the catalogue number(s) under which the recording was issued. For the reasons given 

above they are not strictly catalogue numbers and it should not be inferred from their position in individual 

entries that the recordings being described were actually issued s/s under those numbers. Some were; many 

weren’t. 

 

9. It also needs to be noted that the use of these new serial numbers effectively depended on the date of issue 

of the record not the date of recording: recordings issued prior to 20 Aug 1934 should have serial numbers 

and those issued after that date should not although some do and Athens was still allocating 151- numbers 

to recordings made in January 1935. They will generally be found on the label although some Spanish 

records are known where the matrix number was entered instead. They should also be found on the record 

itself between the label and the grooves. 

 



10. Essentially what seems to have happened is that each HMV Branch office was given a 10” and a 12” series 

for its own use and then left to get on with it. Countries such as Holland and Switzerland which had 

agencies but not Branches were left under the control of Head Office at Hayes which had to allocate 30- and 

32- numbers to recordings made in or for those countries. Scandinavia was in a similar position and so were 

Egypt, Turkey and other countries formerly covered by the Oriental catalogue including Bulgaria and 

Roumania. They too were controlled by Hayes and had their recordings numbered in the Head Office 30- 

and 32- series. 

 

11. In summary, therefore, the Head Office series included 

 

a. All recordings made in London for local issue 

b. All recordings made elsewhere if there was no Local Branch Register to accommodate them, and 

c. All recordings intended for International issue such as the complete opera and symphony/concerto 

recordings made in Milan and elsewhere. 

The size of the 30-600 series, running as it does to 30-12356, is thus explained.  

 

12. Kelly gives little space to recordings made in South East Asia and I assume that their recordings were 

organised from Calcutta but this could turn out to be wrong. 

 

13. The Table set out below is based on a list in Kelly’s Head Office catalogue.  

 

14. For some reason (again not known) each series began at 600.  

 

Location  First 

number 

Last number 

Head Office/International 10” 30-600 30-12356 

Head Office/International  12” 32-600 32-4849 

Head Office (Victor) 10” 40-600 40-6936 

Head Office (Victor) 12” 42-600 42-1481 

Paris (French) 10” 50-600 50-4525 

Paris (French) 12” 52-600 52-1437 

Berlin (Germany) 10” 60-600 60-9815 

Berlin (Germany) 12” 62-600 62-4765 

Prague (Central Europe)  

 (Czech/Hungarian) 

10” 70-600 70-2579 

+ 70-2673? 

Prague (Central Europe) 

 (Czech/Hungarian) 

12” 72-600 72-851 

Calcutta (India) 10” 80-600  

Calcutta (India) 12” 82-600  

Calcutta (Victor)  10” 90-600  

Calcutta (Victor) 12” 92-600  

Milan (Italy) 10” 100-600 100-3064 

Milan (Italy) 12” 102-600 102-849 

Barcelona (Spain / Portugal) 10” 110-600 110-3238 

Barcelona (Spain / Portugal) 12” 112-600 112-777 

Sydney (Australia) 10” 120-600 (none found) 

Sydney (Australia) 12” 122-600 122-609 

Sydney (Victor) 10” 130-600 130-1423 

Sydney (Victor) 12” 132-600 132-645 

Athens (Greece) 10” 140-600  

Athens (Greece) 12” 142-600  

Calcutta 10” 150-600  

Athens (Greece) 10” 151-600  

Athens (Greece) 12” 152-600  

Vienna (Austria) 10” 160-600 160-782 

Vienna (Austria) 12” (162-600)  

 

15. Blank cells are left above where I do not have the relevant information.  

 



16. It seems that 150- and 152- should have been allocated to Athens. Liliedahl notes that 150- was allocated to 

Calcutta which may or may not be correct. 10” Greek recordings certainlyt do carry numbers in the 151- 

series. The 162-600 series should have been used by Vienna for its 12” recordings but in fact it was 

originally used for 2 10” and 6 12” recordings before they were transferred to Head Office and there given 

appropriate 30- and 32- numbers prior to issue. 

 

17. In conclusion it may be asked, Why bother with these Serial numbers? Liliedahl produced satisfactory lists 

of Scandinavian recordings without them. My answers would be: 

 

a. The numbers are there both on records and in documentation and should therefore be included; 

b. Some websites regard them as matrix numbers (which they aren’t) and they are easily accessible 

on labels which are scanned by those sites such as discogs.com; 

c. Where they are known it should generally be possible to relate them to the relevant matrix number 

and thereby identify both the date and location of the recording. 

 

 

 

J.M. 

14.01.2019. 


